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We investigate alternatives to the standard formalism used for the study of relativistic Coulomb excitation of
the giant dipole resonance in nuclei. The idea is to obtain reasonable results for the probabilities of excitation
and cross sections to the one-phonon and two-phonon levels avoiding the substantial complexity of the treat-
ments exploited so far. This is achieved for the relevant range of partial waves up to bombarding energies of
at least 5 GeV per nucleon. The transfer of energy to the center of mass of the excited nuclei is also
investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy ion Coulomb excitation has been traditionally ana-
lyzed using semiclassical time-dependent approximations.
That is to say, with the combination of a classical treatment
for the relative motion of the colliding nuclei with a
quantum-mechanical description of the excitation of the in-
trinsic degrees of freedom of the nuclear system[1,2].
In recent years the experimental activity has gradually
shifted the interest towards intermediate and high-energy
collisions, where the large relative velocities of the ions in-
volved in the process make it necessary to implement a rela-
tivistic formulation of the problem. Several authors[3–15]
have calculated probabilities for relativistic Coulomb excita-
tion (RCE) following the ideas developed in a seminal con-
tribution by Alder and Winther[16]. Their approach exploits
a multipole expansion of the interacting potentials that is best
formulated in terms of the Fourier transforms of the time-
dependence of the retarded electromagnetic couplings, where
useful analytic expressions apply. We can refer to this as
working in the “v”-representation, in contrast to working in
the more familiar time, or “t”-representation.
The implementation of this scheme has confronted a num-
ber of serious numerical difficulties. This is particularly true
when the problem requires a multistep description of the
excitation process, the simple first-order approach being in-
adequate. Complications also arise when more elaborate mi-
croscopic descriptions of the nuclear structure lead to a large
number of channels and/or introduce anharmonic corrections
in the form factors connecting the different states. This is the
reason why the original formulation of the relativistic Cou-
lomb excitation problem has often resorted to various ap-
proximation schemes such as the long-wavelength approxi-
mation or first-order Born approximation.
Given the traditional simplicity of semiclassical approxi-
mations to nuclear reactions, however, it is almost inevitable
to wonder if the implementation of such formidable formal-
ism is indeed unavoidable. Let it be clear, from the begin-
ning, that we do not intend to cast any doubt in the ultimate
validity of the standard approach and the analyses of the
RCE process that already exist in the literature. What we are
talking about here is a genuine curiosity for learning about
the extent to which the high price paid for adopting a rather
complicate calculation scheme is actually justified for under-
standing the results obtained at the current range of experi-
mental bombarding energies.
First of all one would like to test if the calculation in the
v-representation is compelling, or one could—more trans-
parently and without loss of accuracy—formulate the excita-
tion problem in the usual time-representation. Also, it seems
important to determine if the very specific details of the
structural models that are used to represent the GDR are
crucial to solve the problem or, in retrospective, rather un-
important in leading order.
In what follows we set to check out these premises. Be-
hind our motivation is the realization that one normally
makes use of the dipole approximation in the characteriza-
tion of the electromagnetic exciting fields(derived from both
the relativistic scalar and vector retarded potentials). A long
as this is the case, the results of the calculation will be
mostly determined by the displacement and current(read
“velocity” ) associated with the movement of the center of
charge. Thus, the familiar model in which one takes the os-
cillation of protons against neutrons in a pure vibrational
motion may suffice.
Following this Introduction we present, in Sec. II, a cal-
culation scheme that yields the probabilities of excitation of
the GDR and the double giant dipole resonance(DGDR)
from the solution of the entirely analogous classical problem
by well-tested projection rules. Section III develops an alter-
native method to evaluate the same quantities but from a
quantal, coupled-channel formulation. In Sec. IV we com-
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pare the RCE probabilities obtained by both these ap-
proaches with exact, state-of-the-art calculations according
to the standard prescriptions of Alder and Winther[16]. The
widespread practice of taking as a reference system the(ac-
celerated!) center of mass of the target can be easily exam-
ined within our perspective and this is done in detail in Sec.
V. The aim is here to investigate if the presence of inertial
forces can significantly alter the excitation probabilities con-
structed in Secs. II and III. A brief summary and some con-
clusions close the paper in Sec. VI. Two very compact com-
puter programs, useful to calculate excitation probabilities of
the GDR and DGDR up to energies of 5 GeV per nucleon,
are included in Appendices A and B.
II. CLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The simplest calculation we can contemplate is that of
interpreting the dipole mode in terms of the excitation of a
three-dimensional spring joining the centers of mass of the
ZT protons andNT neutrons. From now on the indicesP and
T stand for “projectile” and “target,” respectively. For the
moment we neglect the motion of the target as a whole and
let the origin of our coordinate system coincide with the total
center of mass of the nucleus whose dipole mode we intend
to investigate. This is nota priori justified and therefore we
will come back to examine the validity of this ansatz later
on.
We set to calculate the classical motion of this oscillator
as determined by the electrical and magnetic forces that fol-
low from the Lienard-Wiechert relativistic interaction. These
potentials are generated by a projectile which moves in the
direction y at relativistic energies, i.e., with a velocityvp
close to the speed of lightc. The energy of this particle is so
large compared with the characteristic energy"v associated
with the excitation of the giant dipole mode of the target at
the zero-, one-, and two-phonon levels that the approxima-
tion in which the trajectory of its motion is uniform and
rectilinear is fully justified. The case we consider is that of an
incident particle with an impact parameterb and we take the
reaction plane to coincide with thesx,yd-plane.
Making use of the dipole approximation we express, in a
neighborhood of the origin, the relevant components of the
















whereg=1/Î1−b2 andb=vp/c. Components of the force in
the z direction are irrelevant as the motion is, under the as-
sumption that the spring is initially not elongated and at rest,
constrained to remain on the reaction plane.
Enforcing the condition that the center of mass of the
target is at rest the equation of motion for the vectorrWstd
; (xstd ,ystd ,0) that represents the separation distance be-









m and C = Dv2 s2.3d
are, respectively, the mass and restoring force parameters
corresponding to the effective one-body problem associated
with the mode andm the mass of a nucleon. The factord
=NT/ sNT+ZTd gives the scale between the actual displace-
ment in space of the center of charge and the relative coor-
dinaterW.
Once the effects of the driving forces in Eq.(2 2) cease to
exist the harmonic mode reaches an asymptotic state with an
excitation energyE`. This value, in turn, can be converted
into an average number of phononsN`=E` /"v. Notice that
as far as calculatingE` is concerned one can simplify things
further by ignoring the presence of the magnetic field term in
Eq. (2.2). This is not so, of course, if one is interested in
obtaining trajectories of motion in space(as it will be the
case in Sec. IV).
Provided thatN` is very small compared to one we can
stimate in perturbation theory the probabilities for the exci-
tation of the first three levels of the harmonic ladder as
P0 < 1 − N`, P1 < N`, P2 < sP1
2d/2. s2.4d
Notice that normalization is conserved here up to the order
of P2, a number that should be even much smaller thanP1
with respect to one.
A computer codeRCE has been written(see Appendix A)
to construct the excitation probabilities according to this
most simple scheme. We shall show results and compare
with the standard formalism later on in Sec. IV.
III. COUPLED-CHANNEL FORMALISM
We work out in this section a quantal counterpart to the
classical problem just described. We choose the same system
of coordinates as before and express the relativistic Hamil-









x2 + y2 + z2
2
+ VsrW,pW ,td, s3.1d
where we have identified the same three-dimensional har-
monic oscillator HamiltonianH0 as in Sec. II, now affected
by a time-dependent perturbation
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VsrW,pW ,td = ZTeFsdrWd −
ZTed
2Dc





AW sdrWd · AW sdrWd. s3.2d
In Eq. (3.2) the scalar and vector potentials are, respectively,
FsdrWd =
gZPe





FsdrWd ; „0,bFsdrWd,0…. s3.4d
Here the vector with Cartesian componentssb,vpt ,0d speci-
fies the coordinate of relative motion between the centers of
mass of the projectile and target and the factord is the one
already introduced in Sec. II.
Calling CsrW ,td the wave function that satisfies the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation




and expanding this time-dependent solution in the basis of


















sen − emdtDamstd. s3.7d
The degeneracies of the one- and two-phonon states are
three and six, respectively. In an angular-momentum cou-
pling scheme we understand these as the three projections of
L=1 for the one-phonon state and the five and one projec-
tions of theL=2 andL=0 components of the double-phonon
states. Here, however, we are only interested on the total
excitation probabilities of the GDR and the DGDR ignoring
anharmonicities and thus we are not necessarily keen to work
with this particular coupling scheme. For our present purpose
it is most convenient, instead, to use the product basis of
harmonic states in Cartesian coordinates. In such a case we
identify the global labela of Eq. (3.6) with the trio of num-
berssnx,ny,nzd which gives the number of phonons excited
in each of the coordinatesx, y, and z. The reason for this
choice is that we can, in good approximation, exclude the
possibility of excitation in the direction perpendicular to the
reaction plane, being this a motion that is classically forbid-
den by symmetry considerations. With this in mind we can
ignore the quantum labelnz and identify the relevant states of
our problem with only the pair of numberssnx,nyd. The ef-
fective degeneracy of the one- and two-phonon levels is now
two and three, respectively, and we can reduce the space to
set-up the coupled-channel problem to just six states, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Neglecting the contribution of theAW ·AW term and expand-
ing the coupling in the neighborhood of the origin to leading
order in the coordinatesrW,pW , we obtain
VsrW,pW ,td = Vs0,0,td + G1stdx + G2stdy + G3stdpy




















The zero-order term in the expansion only contributes to the
diagonal matrix elements and it is not important in the pro-
cess. One can now easily take nondiagonal matrix elements
of the other terms and derive the relevant couplings, namely
a real form factorFx for the excitation of the state(1,0) and
a complex formfactorFy
R+ iFy
I for the excitation of the state
(0,1),
Fxstd =Î"v2CG1std, FyRstd =Î"v2CG2std,
Fy
I std = "Î C
2"v
G3std. s3.10d
As indicated in Fig. 1, all the couplings between the six
members of our truncated, harmonic basis of states are sim-
ply connected to the form factors for the excitation of the
one-phonon states.
FIG. 1. (Color online) Model space and coupling scheme used
in the coupled-channel calculation.
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A computer codeCCRCE has been written(see Appendix
B) to construct the excitation probabilities according to this
second scheme. We show results and compare with the stan-
dard formalism in the following section.
IV. COMPARISON WITH THE STANDARD APPROACH
We have tested the prescriptions described in the previous
sections for the Coulomb excitation of the giant dipole reso-
nance of40Ca in the reaction208Pb+40Ca at the relativistic
bombarding energies of 500, 1000, and 4000 MeV per
nucleon. We have considered the probabilities of excitation
to the one- and two-phonon states, assuming an arbitrary
energy of the GDR of 11.6 MeV. Figure 2 displays—
together with the probability of remaining in the elastic
channel—the probabilities of exciting the one- and the two-
phonon states. In the latter case the results include the con-
tribution of both angular momentum components,L=0 and
L=2. The calculation has been performed for a large range of
the impact parameters. In the figure we plot the results ob-
tained with the classical formalism of Sec. II(circles) and
with the schematic coupled-channel formalism of Sec. III
(crosses). Both are compared with the predictions obtained
by Bayman and Zardi[18] making use of the standard for-
malism of Alder and Winther.
The comparison is extremely satisfactory. Although over
the considered ranges of impact parameters and bombarding
energies the excitation probabilities of the GDR and the
DGDR change by many orders of magnitude, all three cal-
culation schemes yield practically the same results. It is in
particular quite remarkable to see how the quantal descrip-
tion of the process, involving the construction of the cou-
pling interactions and an elaborate bookkeeping of the prob-
ability flow through all the different transitional states, can
be so well modelled by the simple elongation of a classical
spring.
V. STUDY OF THE RECOIL
We said, earlier, that it is customary to set up the coupled-
channel formalism in the system of reference in which the
dipole mode(the spring in our case) is at rest. This is not
correct, since we are not here talking of a classical point-
dipole made by equal positive and negative charges sepa-
rated by a certain distanced. The nucleon world is not sym-
metric in charge and the counterpart to the positively charged
protons are the chargeless neutrons. As such, we cannot ig-
nore that the leading contribution in our multipole expansion
of the external field is not given by the dipole coupling but
by the monopole term. In other words, the nucleus whose
GDR we want to investigate will be pushed away by the
projectile with a repulsive forceZPZTe
2/R2 evenbefore the
dipole coupling starts to act.
There has been some effort devoted to estimate the con-
sequences of this lack of inertiality in the reference system
[19,20]. We would like here to do it in our own way, as we
think that the working frame developed in Sec. II is particu-
larly suitable to provide an intuitive measure of how things
do happen.
The starting point is to realize that we need not invoke the
dipole excitation couplings to solve our problem. If we are
willing to integrate separately the coordinates of the center of
charge and that of the neutral matter the problem is perfectly
defined. We need to integrate the equations of motion for the
protons(that feel the external field and are “slowed down”
by the spring that links them to the neutrons). And, also, for
the neutral matter that is forced to follow the protons by the
same agent and thus are “dragged” around by their motion.
It is almost easier to implement this idea in practice than
to explain it in detail. Let us just say that a program quite
analogous to theRCE shown in Appendix A(and not much
longer in lines) allows us to calculate the trajectories of the
center of charge(protons) and of the neutral matter(neu-
trons). Of course, the Lorentz force only appears in the equa-
tions of motion for the charged component while action and
reaction to the Hooks’ force appear in either set. This pro-
gram is calledRCE2C.
Eliminating the variable time from the numerical solu-
tions we can plot the projection of the resulting motion in the
reaction plane. In the top frame of Fig. 3 we see the separate
trajectories for the protons and neutrons that clearly exhibit
FIG. 2. Probabilities for the excitation of the GDRsP1d and the
double GDRsP2d in
208Pb in the reaction40Ca+208Pb at different
bombarding energies(500,1000,4000 MeV per nucleon). The en-
ergy of the GDR was assumed to be 11 MeV. In the first row the
probability P0 for remaining in the elastic channel is also shown.
The three sets of results give the predictions obtained in the classi-
cal model(RCE), in the schematic coupled-channel model(CCRCE),
and in the conventional approach(Bayman-Zardi).
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an oscillatory behavior around the total center of mass indi-
cated by the dotted line. We want to stress that it does not
need to be always so. The strength of the restoring forces of
the spring and the time scale of the driving electromagnetic
forces are fundamental to determine what kind of motion
will actually ensue.
The displacement of the center of mass is rather small
during the collision time. This makes it reasonable to expect
a minor effect on the magnitude of the couplings as a con-
sequence of their radial dependence. This is certainly so for
the long-range monopole Coulomb field, but could become
more critical for short-range coupling such as is the case with
nuclear form factors.
The center frame in Fig. 3 compares the results for the
trajectories ofrelativemotion obtained with the programRCE
of Sec. II and the newRCE2C. It is seen that the overall
(accelerated) displacement of the center of mass has no ap-
preciable consequences on the oscillatory motion performed
classically by the GDR. Since it is the amplitude of this
asymptotic elliptical motion that essentially determines the
probabilities of excitation of the one- and two-phonon states
of the giant resonance the results of both codes essentially
coincide.
One could think that this may be the case only for small
impact parameters. In fact, forb=40 fm (the impact param-
eter used to generate the top two frames in the figure) th
energy invested in the recoil of the target and the intrinsic
energy are of the same order of magnitude. As the impact
parameter increases, however, one expects that the recoil en-
ergy will reduce gradually, as it follows from the slow
1/r-dependence of the monopole Coulomb field. The excita-
tion of the dipole mode should, on the other hand, decrease
much faster, in comparison, due to two reasons. Namely, the
more pronounced radial drop of the coupling and an adia-
batic cut-off factor that is quite effective for the high excita-
tion energies characteristics of the GDR. Notice that the
presence of this factor affects the energy transfer to the in-
trinsic system but not the energy invested in the recoil. In
short, the relationship between the energy acquired by the
intrinsic system and that spent in the recoil should become
completely lopsided in favor of the latter as the larger impact
parameters are probed. This argument is dramatically con-
firmed in the lower frame of the figure, where the logarith-
mic vertical scale indicates that for impact parameters above
<100 fm practicallyall the energy loss in the beam is in-
vested in making the target recoil.
The absolute values of the energies involved for large
impact parameters are, however, quite small numbers and the
inertial forces that enter into play should be still smaller than
the ones acting for our example atb=40 fm. It should thus
come as no surprise to see the results displayed in Fig. 4,
where it is shown that the agreement of the calculations done
with RCE2Cwith those of Bayman and Zardi is equally good
as the one previously reported in Sec. IV.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we have explored the possibility of
approaching the relativistic Coulomb excitation problem
avoiding the inherent complexity of the standard formulation
of Alder and Winther. For this we relied only on much of
what has been learned applying semiclassical techniques and
approximate quantization procedures in the analysis of heavy
ion reactions. The results we get are extremely good when
compared with those obtained with the conventional formal-
ism. We want to stress that we have here aimed to compare
directly with what are called thexactresults, thus bypassing
different schemes introduced in the literature to approach
FIG. 3. Upper frame: trajectory of the proton center of mass
(solid line), of the neutron center of mass(dashed line) and the total
center of mass(dotted line) in the reaction40Ca+208Pb at an energy
of 1000 MeV/nucleon and an impact parameterb=40 fm. Middle
frame: trajectory of the relative motion between protons and neu-
trons, projected in the reaction planesxrel,yreld. Lower frame: en-
ergy of the center of mass(dashed line) and energy of the relative
coordinate(full line) as a function of the impact parameter for the
same reaction.
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that elusive goal(Born approximations, long-wavelength ap-
proximations). Of course, the previous statement about
agreement should be qualified with a range of bombarding
energies. What we can say is that our alternative worksat
least up to <5 GeV/nucleon; the emphasis being there to
stress that, at the moment, we cannot test precisely its actual
range of validity. Could be more. The quoted value covers
generously, in any case, the beam energies that are used in
current investigations of the DGDR.
Coupled-channel calculations performed in a space trun-
cated at the two-phonon level develop a problem for very
small impact parameters. It occurs when, along the way, the
probability flow needs to exceed that self-imposed ceiling.
This source of errors is, as a matter of fact, something that is
common to both our formulation and the standard one. The
trouble is potentially serious because the asymptotic prob-
abilities, at the end of the trajectories, are such that they
almost always satisfyP2! P1!1. This may create a false
sense of security and lead the analyst to believe that the
results are compatible with the assumptions made when trun-
cating the model space. One has to check carefully thatat ll
times the flow of probability remains within the restricted
number of channels.(We have of course done this and also
have written a variation of the program given in Appendix B
that incorporates a larger space to check the convergency of
the results.) It is interesting, incidentally, to mention that
while the truncation of the space is crucial to limit the valid-
ity of the coupled-channel approach it does not affect in a
similar way the simplest of the calculation schemes we have
proposed(namely, the programRCE of Appendix A; quite
simply, there isno truncation in this approach). Indeed, it
was shown in a study of the excitation of vibrational modes
in the chaotic regime[21] how the nuclear surface is
capable—by stretching what is essentially only a bit
more—to yield average results that can be accurately con-
verted into probabilities for the population of the one- and
two-phonon levels.
We have included in Appendices A and B the listings of
two (conceptually very different) programs to calculate the
relativistic Coulomb excitation of giant dipole modes. This is
unusual insofar as appendices are normally used to relegate
all the difficult formulas that the authors wish to weed out
from the text. Here we wanted to use them to show some-
thing simple. We think that it may be a source of pleasure for
those that have struggled to implement the Alder-Winther
formalism to see that nearly identical results can be obtained
by numerical procedures that are that straightforward. Also,
because it may be useful for those planning experiments and
who cannot use any other alternative to have at their disposal
a simple way to estimate the probabilities of excitation of the
GDR and the DGDR for different nuclei and different bom-
barding conditions. The content of the appendices will allow
the reader to check all the points presented in Fig. 2. Please
note, however, that in order to fit the codes into the format of
this contribution the listings have been compacted into a bare
minimum. It is trivial to incorporate a loop over the impact
parameters, calculate cross sections, etc.
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APPENDIX A
Simple programRCE to calculate the probabilities of excitation for the first three steps of the harmonic ladder of the Giant
Dipole mode according to the content of Sec. II. The code is self-contained, except for a single line that calls an integration
routine, indicated by the arrow. In this case we use the routine D02BAF of the NAG library[22] but can be replaced by any
other available to the reader.
FIG. 4. Probabilities for the excitation of the GDRsP1d and the
double GDRsP2d in
208Pb in the reaction40Ca+208Pb at bombard-
ing energy of 1000 MeV per nucleon. In the upper the probability
P0 for remaining in the elastic channel is also shown. The points
give the predictions obtained by the formalism in which the target
nucleus is allowed to recoil(RCE2C) compared with the results by
Bayman and Zardi.
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program RCE !Relativistic Coulomb Excitation code




data n,ns,ac0,hc,u,e0/4 ,4000 ,1.d 28,197.33,938.92,1.44/
read p,ap,zp,at,zt,e,q,s,tl
d=zt p (at 2zt) /at pu/hc p p2
c=d pq p p2
v=sqrt(1 .d0 2 (u / (u+e)) p p2)
g=1.d0/ dsqrt(1 .d0 2v p p2)
fz=e0 pzt pzp p (at −zt) /at
t= 2tl pdabs(s ) /g /v /hc







s1=(c p (b(1) p p2+b(3) p p2)+d p (b(2) p p2+b(4) p p2)) /2 .d0/q
write(6,’(1f8.1,1p4e12.2)’) s, s1.d0 2s1) ,s1 ,s1 p p2/2.d0
end
subroutine bd(t,b,bs)
implicit real p8 (a 2h,o 2z)
dimension b(4),bs(4)
common/one/c,d,q,fz,s,g,hc,v
ax=fz pg/(s p p2+(g pv phc p t) p p2) p p1.5
bs(1)=b(2)
bs(2)=( 2c pb(1)+s pax) /d
bs(3)=b(4)




Simple programCCRCEto calculate the probabilities of excitation for the first three steps of the harmonic ladder of the giant
dipole mode according to the content of Sec. III. The code is complete and self-contained, except for one call to the integration
routine D02BAF of the NAG library, just as it was the case inRCE (see Appendix A).
program CCRCE !Coupled-Channel Relativistic Coulomb Excitation code




data hc,u,nd,ns,ac0, e0/197.33 ,938.92,12,10000,1.d 28,1.44/
read p, ap,zp,at,zt,e,q,s,tl
d=zt p (at −zt) /at pu/hc p p2
c=d pq p p2
be=dsqrt( q /2.d0/c)
v=dsqrt(1 . 2(u / (u+e)) p p2)
g=1.d0/ dsqrt(1 .d0 2 p p2)
fz=e0 pzt pzp p (at 2zt) /at pg
t= 2tl pdabs(s ) /g /v /hc
dt= 22.d0 p t /dfloat(ns)
b(1)=1.d0
do kt=1 , ns
il=0






p0=b(1) p p2+b(2) p p2
p1=b(3) p p2+b(4) p p2+b(5) p p2+b(6) p p2




implicit real p8 (a 2h,o 2z)
dimension b(12),bs(12),e(6)
complex p16 ui,a(6),as(6),o(6, 6)
common/one/c,d,be,q,fz,s,g,hc,v
data e,ui,n/0.d0,1.do,2.do,2.do,(0.do, 1.d0),6/
fxr=be p fz ps/ (s p p2+(g pv phc p t) p p2) 1.5d0
fyr=be p fz pg p p2 pv phc p t / (s p p2+(g pv phc p t) p p2) 1.5d0
fyi=fz/ ((2 .d0) pbe) pv/hc/d/ (s p p2+(g pv phc p t) p p2) p p0.5
do i=1 , n
a(i)=dcmplx (b(2 i 21) ,b(2 i) d
do j=1 , n









do i=2 , n
do j=1, i 21
o(i , j)=dconjg (o(j , i))
enddo
enddo
do i=1 , n
as(i)=dcmplx(0.d 0,0.d0)
do j=1 , n
as(i)=as(i)+ui po(i , j) pcdexp(ui pq p (e(i) 2e(j)) p t) pa(j d
enddo
bs(2 p i 21)=dreal(as (i))
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